UK Committee for Dr Graham’s Homes, Kalimpong, India

Katherine Graham Memorial Chapel

“Our school chapel which was built in the memory Katherine Graham has got many cracks.
Some cottages have been destroyed and others are badly damaged.”

2011 Newsletter of the UK Committee
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Revelations of the morning after

Girls ward at the Steel
Memorial Hospital

Calcutta Cottage with cracks
from window arches to wallheads and failed masonry

Cracks going right through the
walls of Jarvie Hall
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EYE WITNESS: Mark Clark– Murray Cottage
th
“On the 18 of September, that was a Sunday, an earthquake happened. I
was very scared. Many cottages were broken.”

Renovation and repair under way in old Central Kitchen building;
converted now into seven classrooms and two temporary dormitories

EYE WITNESS: Sherman Miller – Centenary Cottage
“Right now things are good and going well after the earthquake hit”
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EDITORIAL: by David Willis
Earthquakes always affect other people and do not really concern us, or so
we might think. But not so this time as the earthquake that struck north-east
India on 18 September certainly affected people that we know at Dr.
Grahams Homes, as well as many people elsewhere.
So the focus of this year’s Annual Newsletter is the earthquake and its impact
upon the Homes and those who live, study and work there. Despite this
being an age of instant mass communication, not everyone in the UK who is
associated with Dr Grahams Homes knew of the earthquake until some time
much later. Even now this editorial might still be news to many supporters.
The epicentre of the earthquake, measuring 6.8 on the Richter scale, was to
the north of Dr. Graham’s Homes in Sikkim; but the shockwaves travelled
outwards in many directions including south-westwards towards the
Himalayan foothills, severely shaking the ridge on which the Homes is built.
Much damage was caused to buildings, but miraculously there was no loss of
life or even injury. If it had struck a few hours later, when everyone would
have been in bed, we might today be reporting a very different outcome.
Even so, there were some lucky escapes as well as displays of courage. In the
weeks that followed, there has been a lot of personal grit and determination
from both the staff and the children simply to resume as much normality as
possible.

A cottage bedroom
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The
UK
Committee
Chairman, Jim Simpson,
and his wife Pat, had gone
out to the Homes on
business a few days
before and they have
given us a first hand
account in this Newsletter
of
the
earthquake’s
impact, the damage it
caused and how staff and
children reacted to the
aftermath. The photos in the Newsletter are a record of the damage as well
as the work that is well in hand to effect repairs. School life has certainly
been disrupted and will be for some time to come, but the photo below
shows the resilience of the children, some of whom might now be enjoying it
all as a bit of an adventure whilst the adults toil away!
Pat spoke to a great
number
of
the
children whilst she
was at the Homes
and of their feelings
in the days following
the
earthquake;
these are to be found
interspersed through
this Newsletter.
To
rebuild
the
damage and get the
Homes
properly
functioning again will take time, effort and, of course, money! Whilst there
will be insurance money and assistance through State and National
Governments, not all losses are going to be adequately covered and paying
out on claims might not be swift. The earthquake has caused damage across
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a large area so there are many competing demands for help and resources;
all need to receive their share.
Whenever a natural catastrophe is reported, many people have a sense of
feeling almost overwhelmed not knowing how best to help; but help is
something they do want to give so they generously respond to funding
appeals. There has not been widespread reporting of the earthquake in the
UK media and Dr. Grahams Homes is just one of many damaged sites as a
result of the earthquake, all needing attention and funds. For those of you
who know Dr Grahams Homes more personally, perhaps as a sponsor of one
of our children, as an OGB or as a member of a “Friends” support group, your
help is needed now. Any contribution that you can afford to give towards the
rebuilding of the Homes will help ensure that the temporary measures the
school’s management has had to take are just that - temporary, for the
shortest period possible.
Lt. Gen. J. R. Mukherjee, the Chairman of the Homes’ Board of Management,
is leading the appeal for rebuilding funds. At home in the UK, donations are
being channelled through the UK Committee. Works are already underway
but, to continue these, more funding is gong to be needed and very soon.
The Treasurer’s report describes how donations can be made.
Finally, before highlighting other items in this Newsletter, I would ask you to
think about the wider impact of the earthquake. The building damage in
Sikkim is particularly severe and many have died or were injured. Others
have lost their livelihoods within a local economy that was always precarious
at the best of times.
Please remember these people in your thoughts and prayers.
EYE WITNESS: Candy Coyne – Class XI
“I thought we were going to die. Very scared. Stayed outside.”

Elsewhere in this Newsletter the Chief Executive, Philip Gibson, reports on
the excellent success that Dr Grahams Homes had this year in being
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recognised as the tenth best boarding school in India; a significant
improvement from the previous year when it was rated at 23rd. from the top.
This achievement must not be wasted because of the earthquake’s impact.
This September also saw the appointment of a new Principal, Mrs. Hilda
Peacock, who brings to the Homes a very impressive personal track record in
the Indian educational world. Her appointment is central to the task that the
school’s Senior Management Team faces today: to develop and improve
educational standards so that the Homes’ reputation and status is further
enhanced.
Despite the difficult economic background in the UK, with so many personal
budgets being stretched, this Newsletter contains several reports of
successful fund-raising activities which reflect the dedication of their
organisers and the generosity of those who supported the events. Our
profound thanks go out to everyone involved. I hope you enjoy reading
about their success and perhaps feel inspired to do a little fund-raising
yourself? We have a pool of experience and advice that you could tap into
that might help with developing your initial idea and how you might go about
putting it into practice. Let me know if you have a fund-raising idea and
would like to be put into contact with someone who might be able to advise
or help. Contact details for several key members of the Committee, including
mine, are at the end of the Newsletter. David Willis, Editor

NEWS FEATURE - EARTHQUAKE
EYE WITNESS: Leander Gomes - Class VIIB
“I was very scared and worried in case the roof was falling off. The lights
went out and everything started shaking.”

THE EVENT: a personal account by Pat Simpson, General Secretary
If one should ever be offered a choice of life experiences then I commend
leaving earthquakes towards the end of your list! Although the effect in
Kalimpong of the Sikkim’s September earthquake was relatively mild
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compared with that experienced by those unfortunate people living near the
epicentre in Mangam, North of Gangtok, it was none the less most
uncomfortable. By a miracle however, whilst a great number of the buildings
were seriously damaged, not one of the children who live at the Homes was
injured beyond a few minor scratches and bruises.
I write this brief article to pass on to you just how wonderful our children
really are in the face of crisis. We were all most impressed and are convinced
that much of that is down to a combination of the upbringing, discipline and
loving care provided by the whole experience of Dr Graham’s Homes. We
often hear complaints of how the children of today, including those at our
Homes, fail to impress; well, 18th September 2011 tells a very different story!
As soon as the tremor struck, Cottage Aunties and Teachers on duty moved
quickly into action realising what was happening and knowing, perhaps from
living in the area, just what immediate safety measures should be taken. The
children were immediately evacuated from their cottages, running through
falling plaster and masonry to points within cottage gardens well away from
the buildings. Much more sensible than those adults in Jubilee House who
took somewhat longer to appreciate the situation, then did the wrong thing
by taking cover inside the building!
Jim and I, along with Philip
Gibson and a teacher with
whom we were working at
the time, spent many hours
that night visiting and revisiting each cottage in
turn, helping to comfort
those (few) children who
were visibly traumatised
and working alongside
Homes staff to arrange
safe, temporary, overnight
accommodation for all staff
and children. That is where that life-saver came in – the big bed! Staff
returned to cottages once everything was steady to bring out mattresses and
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bedding for crocodiles of older children to take to the safety of the newer,
concrete-built, classrooms and cottages where they would spend the night in
relative safety. That is where the big bed came in – nothing like putting your
mattress on the floor alongside thirty of your friends then to cuddle down
under your duvet to sleep, perhaps, in the biggest bed in the world. Not, of
course, before being led in your prayers by the Cottage Aunties, thanking
Jesus, or your own deity, for safe deliverance from the perils of living in an
earthquake-prone area.
I leave you to judge for yourselves the experience of the night from the many
quotes that are interspersed amongst the articles in this unusual Annual
Newsletter. Pat Simpson
EYE WITNESS: Larissa Gaudoin – MacGregor Cottage
th
“On Sunday 18 of September there was a very big earthquake. Our
cottage was very badly affected and now we have to stay in the
Kindergarten ‘till other arrangements are made for us.”

THE DAMAGE: an assessment by Jim Simpson, Sponsorship Secretary
This very brief summary of the damage caused to the Homes’ infrastructure
by the September Earthquake I hope paints the background against which
our Earthquake Appeal is set.
The tremors radiating out from the epicentre at Mangam were at relatively
shallow depth so shook the hilltops in particular – imagine shaking an
upturned jelly on a plate; same sort of effect! As a result, buildings set along
the ridge where the Homes lie were all severely shaken - the Hospital, the
Chapel, the School and some Cottages - whilst those further down the slopes
were more protected. Our original buildings, some now over a hundred
years old, are built with local materials, the walls being primarily of a semirandom masonry construction with lime mortar as the primary bonding
matrix. The almost permanently damp climate coupled with the torrential
rains of the annual monsoon (2011 was particularly bad and, unusually, the
monsoon was still very much in evidence throughout September) causes lime
mortar to deteriorate and lose strength. The combined effect of shaking
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walls and bouncing roof frames dislodges wall-head masonry, with plaster – a
very heavy material – spalling away; the combined cascade of rubble easily
breaks beds and bodies. Happily three of the more modern, concrete,
cottages were able to withstand the tremors, as too did the Kindergarten and
Senior School buildings. This was a godsend to the recovery operation as
they offered safe havens by providing secure accommodation, cook-houses
and bases for continuing classes for the senior pupils.
Sadly, three of our iconic buildings have suffered greatly: the Katherine
Graham Memorial Chapel, now closed; the Jarvie Hall building – although the
hall itself it is still available for assembly; and the Steel Memorial Hospital.
The last, being of original construction form and virtually sited at the very top
of the ridge, has been so badly affected that it will almost certainly need to
be demolished and rebuilt. The Junior and Middle School buildings, also of
original construction, both suffered severe cracking throughout and were
unusable for a time so significant long-term repairs are still needed.
Of our twenty-plus cottages, five are very severely damaged, five are not
quite so badly damaged, whilst a further eight or nine have suffered to a
lesser degree and are fairly readily repairable; the remaining three being
concrete structures are virtually unharmed. Most of the other, lesser,
buildings around the campus have suffered damage across the whole severity
spectrum and many have had to be vacated and closed.
Philip Gibson in his final months at The Homes has taken on a new,
unplanned, role as Construction Superintendent and his own report in this
Newsletter brings us up to date with the progress of our recovery plans.
Suffice to say that, whilst it is “business as usual” for the Homes and School,
and the Phase 1 Target of achieving that criterion by the end of the Puja
holiday three weeks after the event was realised, the overall recovery
operation looks very much as if it is going to be constrained by funding issues
and could take as much as a further three years to reach full and final
completion. But by then, and through the process of moving towards that
end, a new and improved Doctor Graham’s Homes will be provided for the
benefit of many more needy children yet to come to Kalimpong. Jim Simpson
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EYE WITNESS: Abishek Das – Class IIB
“I was in the dining room going to say prayers. Everyone ran out. The lights
went out. Ground was shaking. I was feeling sick.”
EYE WITNESS: Natasha Gomez - Class XII – Prefect
“I was scared, terrified, shocked! We were all praying. One girl was in
shock – couldn’t speak. We were worried about the young ones.”
(Natasha went back into the building to bring out a little girl).

RECOVERY: an update by Philip Gibson, CEO
As I come to the end of my time here in Kalimpong, Jim Simpson has asked
me to write few words about what is happening now at Dr Graham’s Homes.
Of course life has been dominated since 18 September by the earthquake and
its aftermath. On a normal Sunday evening just after 6pm the earthquake
struck Dr Graham’s Homes, bringing with it a level of destruction unheard of
before in this institution. We now know that because the epicentre was near
Mangan in Sikkim, DGH was directly in the line of the shock waves. The
tremors travelled across the valley and collided with the ridge on top of which
stand the Steel Memorial Centre, Birissa, Mansfield and McGregor Cottages.
These four buildings suffered the most damage and three will almost certainly
have to be rebuilt. Every other building on the site was affected to a greater or
lesser extent. We were all particularly saddened by the fact that the Chapel
was subject to so much damage and it was out of use for some time following
the earthquake due to considerable
cracking. The school likewise was badly
hit with only the senior and library
blocks unscathed. But the Board of
Management and senior managers set
about
the
task
of rebuilding
immediately so that we can continue to
provide a high standard of education
and care for our 1460 students.
Starting to repair the damage
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From the earthquake till we reopened after the Puja holidays we had 23 days
to ensure that every child had a bed and a desk to return to. The former
Central Kitchen was converted into nine new classrooms and an
accommodation block where two cottages-worth of boarders are now living
while their respective cottages are being repaired. Two cottages on the girls’
side and two on the boys’ side were repaired and restored for habitation.
The whole programme was agreed and completed within the timeframe set.
There are many accounts of everyone pulling together on the night of the
disaster, of staff and prefects working together. Subsequently many staff
threw themselves into the task of looking after children camped out in the
kindergarten block, ensuring that they suffered as little as possible. We must

The Governor of West Bengal with Philip Gibson CEO,
visiting Dr. Graham’s Homes on 28 September 2011 a few days after the earthquake.

never forget that many of these children have lost their homes and we need
to take good care of them. Most importantly not a single child or adult was
injured as a result of the earthquake. That is in no small measure because of
the prompt action of staff and students alike pulling together in time of crisis.
Managing the damage caused by the earthquake is not where I thought I
would be at this point in my contract as it comes to an end in a couple of
week’s time. But that should also be seen against a different perspective,
12
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one that goes to the heart of the Homes’ ethos and which reflects much hard
work and dedication by so many staff. The senior management team is right
to celebrate the fact that for the first time Dr Graham’s Homes had been
judged in Education World magazine as the 10th Best Boarding School in
India, up from 23rd position last year.
I have enjoyed the wonderful experience of being here and contributing to
the improvements which are visible for all to see. But aside from honing my
disaster management skills, the experience of working among and with so
many lovely children will be the abiding memory for my wife, Eleanor, and
me. My thanks go to everyone on the UK Committee who has supported the
project so generously for the past three years. Philip Gibson, CEO

EYE WITNESS: Sherman Miller –
Centenary Cottage
“I was at the hospital when it
happened and managed to get out
and I also helped a small girl who was
about to get the TV on her head.
The hospital was damaged the worst.”

The Steel Memorial Hospital

EYE WITNESS: Rebecca Paull – Class
VB
I thought I was going to die. This was
my last day. I couldn’t sleep. I was
worried in case it happened again.”

A cottage bedroom
EYE WITNESS: Agnes Wilson – Class IB
“All of us were praying to God to help us.”
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FUNDING: Appeal by Lt. Gen. Mukherjee (ret’d), Chairman of BOM
Lt. General J R Mukherjee became President of the Board
of Management of Dr. Graham’s Homes in September
2010. He retired from the India Army in 2004 after an
accomplished career that saw him as the Army Chief,
Eastern Command. He was educated at La Martiniere for
Boys, Kolkata, and undertook some of his army training at
the Staff College Camberley in the UK. Lt. General
Mukherjee joined the DGH Board of Management in 2009 and is now
applying his experience of north-east India and military organisational skills
to the management of The Homes’ post-earthquake recovery programme.

[The following is an extract from a letter written by the Chairman of the Board of
Management in Kolkata to launch the Dr Graham’s Homes Rebuilding Appeal. Editor]
“Dr Graham’s Homes is a school and home set up in 1900 for orphaned and
abandoned Anglo Indian children in Kalimpong. Today the school caters for
over 400 supported children and more that 1060 other children, where they
are brought up to imbibe traditional and good values and receive a modern
education. The uniqueness of Dr Graham’s Homes is that children of all age
groups are housed together in cottages where they grow up as a family, with
the older children looking after the younger ones. There are 22 large cottages
at the Homes which house the children as well as a lot of other educational
and administrative infrastructure and accommodation for residential staff
spread over about 140 acres.
Since the school supports such a large number of supported children, its
budget allows for no surplus and it functions on a “no profit” basis and has in
fact been eating into its limited reserves to keep the school going in an
environment of increasing costs and rising wages.
Consequent to the earthquake which struck on Sunday 18 September, a total
of 5 cottages, have been very badly damaged, declared unsafe and advised
by reputed structural engineers for major repairs/reconstruction, which may
cost us between about Rs 50 to Rs 60 lakhs each. Five further cottages, 5
educational & other buildings and the Chapel have been badly damaged and
will again require major repairs costing anything between Rs 20 to 30 lakhs
each to repair. In addition another 5 cottages/buildings have suffered
14
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moderate damage and will require repairs which may cost us about Rs 10
Lakhs each; there are also about 11 buildings which have suffered lesser
damage and may require repairs which could cost between Rs 1 to Rs 5 lakhs
each. We have therefore been forced to shift children who were residing in
the badly damaged cottages to other vacant accommodation, to tide us over
the crisis. We have been constrained to deploy our available cash reserves to
carry out emergency repairs/ modifications to buildings to facilitate the shifting,
ensure the children’s safety and to try to re-open school immediately after the
Puja holidays, so that their education is not disrupted.
However to resolve the problem we are desperately in need of funds to restore
and renovate the infrastructure to its original shape. We appeal to you for any
assistance you or your organisation could possibly offer to help us in our
endeavours in the restoration of Dr Graham’s Homes.”
Yours sincerely,
Lt. Gen. J R Mukherjee (Ret’d.)
Chairman of Board of Management
[NOTE: R1 lakh is 100,000 Rupees; in all a total of 735lakhs is required (approx
£900,000) - Editor]
EYE WITNESS: Larissa Gaudoin – MacGregor Cottage
“Over here it is not good at all. There was a major earthquake and some of
our cottages got damaged some very badly and especially our hospital. All
the stones and cement from the wall came out of the wall.”

“All the stones and cement from the wall came out of the wall”
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CHAIRMAN’S REPORT, 2011 – Jim Simpson
When Reverend John Webster handed over Chairmanship of his UK
Committee to me in May of this year, I cannot recall him warning me of a
number of crises that were in the offing – in particular of an earthquake in
the Himalaya being imminent! Perhaps he really didn’t know! But it is the
earthquake that hit North Sikkim, radiating out to The Homes and Kalimpong
on 18th September that has brought about the change to the customary
layout of this Annual Newsletter. That is why the Earthquake, being an event
that has had such a devastating effect upon The Homes, has been given front
page billing and our more regular features constrained in number and length
to fit into the second half of the publication.
Notwithstanding, it is only right that I open this Chairman’s Report by saying
how pleased I am to have been selected by the UK Committee to take on the
appointment of Committee Chairman whilst at the same time continuing in
my original role as Sponsorship Secretary. I take this as an enormous
compliment and trust that I can serve all of you in a manner that reflects that
endorsement. I am also joined in the new appointments stakes by three
newly-elected members to the UK Management Committee: Ann Donnan,
Reverend Jan Mathieson and James MacHardy. All have strong connections
with The Homes that has been established over the years. I welcome these
new members to the Committee and look forward to their individual
contributions to our work. Nor is John Webster away from us, for he
continues his association with the Charity as one of our two Honorary Vice
Presidents, the other of course being Miss Vera Cassie; both names are, of
course, synonymous with that of Dr Graham’s Homes and of our UK Charity.
The nurture of disadvantaged children, particularly those from the AngloIndian and the Christian Indian communities, has been the main focus of our
Charity for the last One-Hundred-and-Eleven years. Perhaps it is because of
my original, and continuing, role as Sponsorship Secretary that I see fundraising to that end remaining the most important function of the UK
Committee today. Other matters do arise from time to time – occasional
earthquakes but, more routinely, the support of particular building projects.
However I am determined that, for the moment at least, the emphasis of my
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chairmanship shall continue to be that of increasing the number of children
totally supported through the UK Committee. By targeting Full Sponsorship
for all our children - no matter how that is achieved - we can drive up the
proportion of supported children at Dr Graham’s Homes. That aim reflects
the vision of Dr Graham: giving the benefit of an otherwise unattainable life
experience to the maximum number of children drawn from appallingly
desperate circumstances.
So, whilst I turn to my Committee for endorsement of that aim, I know that I
can also turn to all of you - our Donors, Sponsors, Correspondents,
Supporters and Friends - to help the Committee towards achieving that goal.
I thank you for that as well as for all the support and fund-raising you have
provided over the last year.
Let me close by wishing you and your loved ones the joy and happiness of
this Christmastide. Jim Simpson

SPONSORSHIP SECRETARY’S REPORT, 2011 – Jim Simpson
Each year UK Committee undertakes to remit to Dr Graham’s Homes
sufficient funds to support the total number of children we look after as if all
were fully sponsored. The latter of course is not strictly the case as, whilst
many of our children are fully sponsored, many are only partially supported.
All support, of course, is greatly valued and therefore we recognise that we
have a duty to make up any shortfall in our target; this we do through fundraising initiatives that are encouraged across the country. Concerts and
Coffee Mornings, Lunches and Suppers, and of course Bengal Bike Rides - all
contribute to achieving our target. In a nutshell, we undertake to find the
fees for some 214 children as well as for over fifty college students!
However, over the last few years sponsorship costs have increased and
perhaps there has not been too much information circulated amongst our
supporters to that effect. As a result many sponsors, previously supporting a
child under Full Sponsorship arrangements, have, without realising it, slipped
below their intended level of support. Shortly after the appointment of our
17
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“new” UK Committee Chairman, therefore, I arranged that a letter be sent
out under his name appealing for existing levels of sponsorship support to be
reviewed in terms of the ever-rising costs with which we have to deal. I am
happy to record that there has been a very positive response to that
“Chairman’s Sponsorship Appeal”, a significant number of sponsors bringing
their support into line with current costs (£1,200 gross, I’m afraid), as well as
many of our Part-Sponsors increasing their support also. For such positive
responses we are most grateful and thank you once again.
Another initiative taken recently has been an examination in detail of
whether the many funds and legacies that are managed on behalf of The
Homes by the UK Committee are being correctly deployed as intended by the
original donor in terms of direct support of school pupils or college students.
With the help of the Vice Chairman and the Treasurer, again I have been able
to review the level of support provided through UK Committee with
corresponding improvements in sponsorship levels.
Taking these initiatives together, I can now record that our Full Sponsorship
and Part Sponsorship levels are today almost the same at around 105 each,
with only five children still needing sponsorship. On top of that all children,
whether sponsored or not, are in touch with at least one Correspondent.
In February 2012 we are expecting to be welcoming a further twenty needy
children into the ranks of those being helped through the UK Committee.
That intake will approximately balance the numbers of pupils either
graduating or who have been withdrawn from The Homes during the 2011
academic year. To select the 2012 New Intake, not only have interviews been
completed but home visits to confirm the integrity of these applications have
been carried out also. At this end of the operation, of course, it is my task to
find the sponsors who are going to support these new children. Realistically,
in the light of the high cost of sponsorship today, I am looking towards
groups of like-minded individuals, whether part of an existing organisation, a
group of friends, or whatever, as the most likely providers of new
sponsorship. Please don’t be surprised, therefore, as the Sponsorship
Secretary now launches his Appeal for your help with this task! Jim Simpson
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TREASURER’S REPORT, 2011 - Morris Thomson
As will be evident from other items in this Newsletter, the earthquake is
dominating the thoughts of all who are concerned with Dr. Graham’s Homes
and the impact it has had on the fabric and the running of the school.
An Earthquake Appeal Fund has been set up and donations are currently
being received. The UK Committee is in the process of setting up a new bank
account that is totally separate from our sponsorship account into which
donations can be placed. As soon as the new account details are available
these will be placed on the UK Committee website.
Donations can be sent either to our Appeal Fund Manager, James MacHardy,
or to the Appeal Secretary, Anne Hoggan. Contact details for both are given
at the end of this Newsletter.
Any Earthquake Appeal donations received in the existing bank account will
be transferred to the new account as soon as possible and donors will be
notified individually that this has been done.
Annual fees for full boarders are continuing at £1,200. If you are able to
complete a Gift Aid Declaration this reduces the amount to £960 a year or
£80 a month. In the current financial climate we understand this may be
unattainable for many. However, the UK Committee is always more than
happy to receive whatever our supporters can comfortably give; our fundraising events usually manage to raise enough to top up our sponsorship
income to the equivalent of full sponsorship of all children and students.
Finally it is a pleasure to be able to thank everyone who sponsors, fund-raises
and donates to the work of the Charity. The impact of your thoughtfulness
and care for the children at the Homes is immense and truly does change
lives.
Every donation to the Charity helps to support the children at the Homes.
Morris Thomson, Treasurer
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COMMITTEE NEWS by Anne Hoggan, Committee Secretary
Regular meetings were held in December, March, May and September. We
were privileged not to be charged for the accommodation at Stockbridge
Church, Edinburgh and are very grateful to the Minister and Kirk Session.
We were sorry to say good-bye to Sedhar Ball, Sheila MacNab, Lesley Walker
and Alistair Soutar and thank them for their valuable contributions to the
Committee’s work, but are delighted to welcome new members:
Ann Donnan who through her fund-raising initiatives and support of a
senior pupil is already very familiar with the Homes and the work of
the UK Committee.
Jan Mathieson has a close connection with the World Church Group in
her parish of Cawdor which supports twin boys at the Homes.
James MacHardy who, when not cycling from Kolkata to Kalimpong has
taken on board the sponsorship of one of the new children from the
2010 intake and is the DGH UK Earthquake Appeal Fund Manager.
John Webster’s term of office as Chairman ended at the AGM, but we are
delighted that he is still very much involved in an honorary capacity. Ken
Hammond, resigned as Vice Chairman, but continues to make a huge
contribution on the Committee, particularly as Webmaster.
Our September meeting was held in London, recognising the number of
members living ‘south’. Crown Court Church of Scotland, in the middle of
Theatre land, was a very comfortable and popular venue. The business
discussed there has been, largely, overtaken by the Earthquake of 18th
September and its effect on Dr Graham’s Homes in Kalimpong.
At a special meeting in October, the Committee heard first hand from
Chairman Jim Simpson and Pat Simpson who were on the Campus at the
time. It is miraculous that no child or adult was injured, but saddening to see
the extent of the damage. . Anne Hoggan, Committee Secretary
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FURTHER NEWS AND FEATURES
Appointment of new Principal, Mrs. Hilda Peacock
Mrs. Hilda Peacock, a former Principal of La Martiniere for Girls in Kolkata, is
the new Principal of Dr. Graham’s Homes. She is the first woman Principal of
the school in its 111 year history and comes with a
distinguished career in education and has the honour
of being the "Best Principal of the Year, 2009" in
India. The UK Committee wishes Mrs. Peacock every
success in her new and challenging role and look
forward to supporting her at every opportunity.
Despite the pressures of the early few months in her
new role, Mrs. Peacock offered an introductory piece
for this Newsletter that is aimed at providing an
insight into her initial thoughts about the Homes and
the educational aspirations that she holds for enhancing its status and
developing the opportunities on offer to the children at the Homes.
“Dear Friends,
Let me begin by thanking you for giving me this opportunity to share a few of
my thoughts in your Newsletter.
I came to Dr. Graham’s Homes in the middle of August and got ready to join
on the 1st of September. Of course, no mention of my work and stay in Dr.
Graham’s Homes would be complete without a mention of the earthquake. By
now the damage to the infrastructure and the huge losses incurred is public
knowledge, but the earthquake was for me an affirmation of God’s hand on
the school. We are more than 1,000 people living on this campus. It was
amazing to think that an earthquake of the magnitude of 6.8 on the Richter
scale, and one which lasted for more than 20 seconds, went by without a
single child or staff member receiving as much as a scratch! If that isn’t
testimony enough of God’s gracious hand on us, I don’t know what is.
These last two months have gone by quickly. Every day has been an exciting
and a new experience for me. The children here are loving and trusting and I
am deeply conscious of our role as teachers and care-givers to honour their
trust and be good stewards and instruments of God’s love.
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I look forward to raising standards of academic work and I believe this can be
done by empowering the teachers. I have already begun the first in a series
of workshops to train and update our staff on the academic requirements for
the Board exams. However, this is not my only concern. That the children
under our care become happy, healthy and well-balanced individuals - people
who can take their place in the world and people who can put back into
society as much as they have gained from it, is what should be our ultimate
calling and to this end I pledge my support.
I take this opportunity to thank each one of you for your support to the school
and your affection for the children. I wish you all a blessed Christmas tide and
may 2012 bring us nearer to our goals.
Hilda Peacock,
Principal of Dr Grahams Homes
November 2011

The 2012 3Ks Tour (India and Nepal)

Rev. John Webster is leading the 16-night tour which includes an opportunity
to visit Dr. Graham’s Homes.
See the Ganges, optional trek in Nepal with views of Mt. Everest or go on
safari in the Nepalese National Park, visit the Queen of the Hillstations,
Darjeeling, and ride on the famous “Toy Train”. A promise of “great
adventure and an unforgettable experience”.
Final dates are to be confirmed but will be probably the 8th to 27th November.
Closing date for reservations is 7 April 2012. Enquiries to Rev. John Webster,
Planetree, King’s Cross, Isle of Arran KA27 8RG or telephone: 01770 700747
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or email: johngwebster@talktalk.net. The cost is expected to be no more
than £2,000 all inclusive except for return flights to Kolkata (allow £550
approximately). Any surplus will be refunded. Rev. John Webster.

Letter from the Homes
[“Troon Friends of Kalimpong” is helped in its fund-raising by “Troon Old Parish
Church Sunday School”. They sponsor Jessica Clifford, who is 16 years old and in Class
9; she lives in Elliott Cottage. Here she writes to her sponsors about the earthquake.
As Sponsors or Correspondents we all receive letters from children at the Homes
which contain personal news, much of which is drawn from their normally somewhat
sheltered lives at the Homes. The following is an extract which the Troon Friends
would like to share with you. I have deliberately left in a spelling mistake as it
contrasts with Jessica’s understated reporting of the earthquake. Editor]
Dear Friends,
Firstly I would like to thank all of you for the Christmas cards you have sent
me and the drawings. I really appreciate it all a lot. It was so lovely.
I would really like to tell you about the incident that took place on the 18th
September at 6.10pm in the evening. It was an earthquake that affected north
India with the epic centre at Sikkim. There were great damages all over. It
lasted 20 seconds which caused a lot of damage to the entire school. Our
Memorial Chapel has cracked from the centre, our hospital has a lot of
damage on the walls, the chimney has fallen down. The most damage was
caused to the Chapel, the hospital and two girls’ cottages, Mansfield and
Macgregor. The school is most probably planning to break down the 2
cottages and rebuild again.
At the time of the earthquake, most of the girls and boys [in the damaged
cottages] were sent to stay with other cottage boys and girls. At my cottage all
the older girls including me helped to transfer the linen downstairs to the
dining room and kitchen. Due to the damage we had to use these two rooms.
After a day or two the classes 8 and below had to go home and classes 9 and
above had to stay because we had already filled out registration form for our
board exams.
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Now everything is getting back to normal, cottages are repaired except for the
ones that were badly damaged.
Our exams are starting from tomorrow the 21st November and then once
again after a very long time I will be home again. I am looking forward to
writing you again. I have one advice to all the Sunday School children from
me, do study hard and aim high in life and make your parents proud of you,
and also study hard means like really hard. You no hard work is the key to
success.
Love …. from Jessica

FUNDRAISING EVENTS
Troon Friends of Kalimpong – Aileen Fraser
As usual our annual Coffee Morning was held in Troon Old Parish Church, this
time on the 1st October. Once again we were not blessed with the best of
weather, a really very wet day, but remarkably for Troon, no wind. We were,
however, blessed with a very good turnout of supporters and special guests,
our Chairman and Sponsorship Secretary, Mr. Jim Simpson and his wife, our
Secretary, Mrs. Pat Simpson, and our Chairman Emeritus, Rev. John G.
Webster.
Supporters are still telling me how good it was to have them there. Jim was
able to give us an update on the effects of the earthquake. We are delighted
with our final total which, including several very generous donations, came to
£465.37. Aileen Fraser
Curry Lunch 2011 – Fiona Cranston
The annual Curry Lunch was held at St. Columba’s
Church of Scotland, Pont Street, London SW1 on
26th October. It was another successful reunion and
fund-raising event attended by about 200 people.
The lunch raised just short of £7,000. As well as
familiar faces attending, there were new ones too
including several members of the UK Committee
who had travelled to be with us.
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Everyone enjoyed shopping at the various stalls, meeting up with friends and
eating a good curry! After lunch Emma Clifton-Brown, a member of the
Ladies Lunch Committee, gave a short informative and illustrated talk on her
very first visit to Dr Graham's Homes in April this year to meet Chenella
D’Cruz whom she and a group of friends sponsor.
We enjoyed hearing about Natasha Wilson, the child whom the Christmas
Card Company sponsors; Emma was able to" fill us in" a little bit more about
Natasha which made us all realise what sponsorship is about. This was
followed by a report by Jim Simpson, the Chairman of the UK Committee and
Sponsorship Secretary who just happened to be staying at the school when
the Earthquake occurred on September 18th. Having been a Structural
Engineer he was able to describe in detail the damage suffered by so many of
the School buildings and which you can see for yourself in the photographs
published in this Newsletter. Fiona Cranston
Tina Dennis and Nina Toller raised £1,050 at the curry lunch from sales at
their stall selling items that Tina had brought over from her last trip to India
and Nepal. Nina Toller
From the Isle of Arran – Janice Small
Once again, Janice Small had the DGH banner
flying, publicising the Homes and raising some
£400+ selling bric-a-brac at the annual Brodick
Highland Games on Arran.
Janice’s husband, Murray, despairs now as he
cannot get into the loft in their home to work
because of the piles of bric-a-brac! Janice loads
her car and sets up her stall at every
opportunity to raise funds on Arran.
Janice Small at her bric-a-brac
stall with Rev. John Webster
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Janice also hosted a soup and sandwiches afternoon on Arran
On Saturday, 29th October a very successful Soup and Sandwiches afternoon
was held in Brodick Church Hall in aid of the Homes. The magnificent sum of
£1,082 was raised. Special thanks were made to Brodick Church for providing
such a well equipped kitchen and hall. Many supporters attended and heard
Jim Simpson, Chairman of the UK Committee for Dr Graham's Homes, speak
of the plight of the Homes after the recent earthquake in the area.
The soup and sandwiches served by the efficient ladies was much
appreciated, whilst the fantastic raffle and bric-a-brac stalls at times
appeared under siege! DGH Christmas Cards were much in demand
contributing £112 towards the total amount raised during the afternoon.
As John Webster, the former
Chairman of the UK Committee and an
outstanding supporter of the children
of the Homes stated, "Often I am told
charity begins at home, but on Arran it
does not stop there. When the
massive support given by the Arran
Friends of Kalimpong Committee,
expressed in donations of soup,
sandwiches, raffle prizes and items for
Rev. John Webster, James Simpson,
Janice Small and Friends of Kalimpong

sale together with help in the kitchen and hall, when this is added to the
amount raised then we can fairly state that on Arran, if charity begins at
home, it certainly does not stop there."
[The Sponsorship Appeal aims for all children to be Fully Sponsored - Editor.]

Killearnan Curry Evening - organised by Sandra Riach
UK Committee congratulates the Killearnan Church Group who held a Curry
Evening in early November that raised £605 meaning that Zennia Bacon,
whom the Group supports at the Homes, is now Fully Sponsored. Editor
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Stonehaven Concert – organized by Frank Dunn
To the south of Aberdeen lies Stonehaven, a small town that supports the
off-shore oil sector in the North Sea. In October a concert organized to raise
funds for the Homes was attended by more than 150 of its residents.
The musical evening was
themed 'The Circle of Life' and
featured a collection of songs
from
famous
musicals,
beautifully sung by Marjory
Watson, a well known Scottish
singer and lecturer in Singing at
the Royal Conservatoire of
Scotland. She was accompanied
on the piano by her husband
Stuart.
Marjory had for
company two budding young
singers from a local school - Anna Blair and Andrew Dickinson.
Ken Hammond, from the UK Committee for Dr Graham's Homes, was invited
to say a few words on the history and work of Dr Graham's Homes,
Kalimpong and the recent earthquake which struck the school. He appealed
for funds to support the rebuilding of the school and thanked the audience
for their interest and for Frank and Karen’s support as they are to go out to
Kalimpong on the Bike Bengal 2012 event.
It was a wonderful musical evening and a great opportunity to share the story
of Dr Graham's Homes. A sum of over £1,300 was raised during the course of
the evening and, on behalf of Frank and his family and the UK Committee for
Dr Graham's Homes, we would like to thank all those who attended the
event, for their kindness and generosity in donating money to a worthy cause
and our special thanks to Marjory Watson and the other singers and pianist
who gave their time and performance without charge. Editor
[In 2008 Frank went on the Bengal Bike run with his son, Neil. Editor]
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Earthquake Appeal at Curry Lunch – James MacHardy
With grateful thanks to all those who were at the Curry Lunch, we managed
to collect £425 for the Dr. Grahams Homes Earthquake Appeal. In addition
we handed out more than 150 appeal letters so are hopeful that many will be
returned with further donations and gift aid forms. James MacHardy
Bike Bengal 2012 - Ken Hammond
On 19th February 2012, 12 cyclists (9 UK, 2 Spain, 1 India) will set out from
Kolkata, India, on a 670 km journey to Dr Graham's Homes, Kalimpong. All
have volunteered some 12 days of their time, have paid all of their expenses
and have undertaken to raise at least £1,000 each towards our Funds.
The seven day ride across the flat Gangetic plains and the tea-gardens of the
Terai ends in a challenging final day 4,500 ft ascent to Kalimpong and The
Homes. A very warm welcome is expected at the Homes where the end of
the Bike Ride is planned to coincide with the opening of the new school year.
This will be the fifth in a series of charity rides that have supported the UK
Committee in meeting its child sponsorship commitments. However, due to

On the road cycling with the locals

Setting up the campsite for the night

the substantial structural damage to The Homes, all money raised from this
year’s ride will go towards the Earthquake Appeal Fund for Homes’ recovery.
Please sponsor the 12 riders by making a donation using a credit/debit card
via their JustGiving account or send donations to the DGH UK Committee’s
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Earthquake Appeal Manager, James MacHardy or Appeal Secretary, Anne
Hoggan. Their contact details are at the end of this Newsletter.
There is still just time to join the 12 riders! For more information and
enquiries
about
participating,
e-mail
Ken
Hammond
on
bike4dgh@googlemail.com or download the BB2012 Brochure on the
website: www.drgrahamshomes.co.uk.
Jean Burn’s Trust, an Update from Vanda Fraser
[This is an extract from a piece that was written for the OGB’s Newsletter, but as Vanda’s
words are focused on sponsorship I think they are just as relevant for this Newsletter. Editor]

It is a year since Aunty Jean’s death. When Aunty Jean passed away, the
flood of messages on Facebook and via email were a testimony to the beauty
and love of a wonderful Scottish lady. Her Woodburn girls, former staff, Gap
students and me, a Mansfield girl, continue to feel enriched by her love and
advice. In her memory the Jean Burn’s Trust was set up and its intention is to
raise enough money to admit Aunty Jean’s bairn (Scottish for child) to the
Homes for the entirety of her/his education. This was discussed with Aunty
Jean before her death and she was overjoyed and humbled. The trust was
initiated by Sedhar (Lady Ball), a classmate, OGB and dear personal friend,
who is very active in promoting and supporting the Trust’s aim.
In November I had a flying visit to Oxford to visit Sedhar and in the last of the
Autumn sunshine we raided the apple and pear trees in St John’s College
sports ground (Sedhar had made friends with the head gardener who gave
her permission). Trish who had also travelled from Scotland helped us gather
up the fruit that I shook from the branches. Poor Sedhar was hit
unceremoniously by the biggest pear you ever saw as she held the ladder I
was balanced on. I was then dispatched up the apple tree to pluck the
gorgeous red fruit. We giggled like Homes kids again!!! Loaded with fruit we
returned to the Ball family home and there the fruit was transformed into
jam and chutney over the next two days.
I returned to Scotland with 6 bottles to be sold at my coffee morning (to raise
money for the bike run next year). It is with admiration that I report on
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Sedhar’s culinary events to help the fund grow. The congregation at her
church support her by buying lunch for £5 on one Sunday a month. Sedhar
can gauge how much to cook as she organises her orders by email. On the
weekend I was visiting she was up at 5am preparing fresh chicken curry,
vegetable dishes and rice with mushrooms. Most of the ingredients are
organic and grown in her allotment. On that day she made £53. Every little
bit grows the fund. Vanda Fraser.
[I came across a testimony that was posted on YouTube by Menaka Khatri, an OGB
from Woodburn Cottage. An extract is below as I think what Menaka has to tell us
about Aunty Burns sums up so well the values that the Reverend John Anderson
Graham stood for and which continue to underpin the Homes today. Editor]
“My first memories of growing up were learning what it meant to be a
Woodburn girl, with aunty Burns and aunty Munna, and later on with aunty
Aity. Aunty Burns used to make us kids peach jam from the peach trees that
were outside. That was the time we little ones were "legally' allowed to pluck
them. On Saturdays aunty Burns always gave us little ones money for a trip to
the tuck shop. For Rs.10 I remember we used to bring back like 2 plastic bags
full of tuck; a packet of murai for sure, then dhunga mithai, churan, twist (the
most expensive of our purchases at Rs.5) but it lasted us a whole week. The
tuck shop used to be smaller then....but full of goodies.
I remember the monsoons...yuck. Aunty
Burns always had a warm fire for her little
ones and dried our clothes near the chimney.
We sat on the carpet near the fireplace in our
nighties to warm up before bed, by then we
would have finished our homework and then
prayers and the "big girls' would come back
from prep so then it was off to bed; good old
days. We were so lucky.
At that time I didn't really think much about the Saturday pocket money and
the cup of milk in the mornings by rotation, the hot cocoa’s, the jam and bread,
it was all wonderful but I never realized that it was not our own; it was aunty
Burns who gave us her share of the milk that the school sent for the staff, it
was her salary money we got on Saturdays, it was her who gave us her bread
from her month’s quota, and she who purchased the cocoa and made it so
that her little ones would be warm. Thank you aunty.” Menaka Khatri, OGB
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AGM DATE FOR NEXT YEAR
The Committee's AGM and Social Gathering are planned for Wednesday 16th
May 2012 at St George’s West Church, Shandwick Place, Edinburgh. As in
2011, we are planning to include some personal accounts/slideshows
concerning the Homes, following normal AGM business. A light lunch will be
available. All Sponsors, Correspondents, Supporters and Friends of Dr.
Graham’s Homes, Kalimpong, are welcome. For further information please
contact Anne Hoggan, Secretary.
Contact the Editor:
If you have any comments on this Newsletter or ideas for future items, please
contact David Willis as below.
Contact key committee members involved with this Newsletter:
Chairman and
Sponsorship
Secretary

Jim Simpson

Vice-Chairman

Barrie Sayers

Treasurer

Morris
Thomson

General Secretary

Email: sponsorship@drgrahamshomes.co.uk

Pat Simpson

Email: barrie.sayers@tiscali.co.uk
Email: treasurer@drgrahamshomes.co.uk
Tel: 0131 339 6796
Email: ceilidh_simpson@yahoo.co.uk
Tel: 0141 942 4804

Committee and
Appeal Secretary

Anne Hoggan

Earthquake Appeal
Fund Manager

James
MacHardy

Editor

David Willis

Webmaster

Ken
Hammond
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Tel: 01334 656992
Email: machardy@btinternet.com
01279 730 711
Email: DavidJWillis@aol.com
Tel: 01707 275992
Email via Contacts link on website
www.drgrahamshomes.co.uk
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Kanchenjunga – That other Vision that was everything to Daddy Graham
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